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Joint Committee on Pensions 
2019 Interim Report 

Over the course of three meetings during the 2019 interim, the Joint Committee on 
Pensions (JCP) had a briefing on legislative proposals requested by the Board of Trustees for the 
State Retirement and Pension System (SRPS). The joint committee also had its annual briefings 
on the actuarial valuation of the system and the system’s investments, a briefing on the Maryland 
Transit Administration Pension Plan, and an update by the Department of Budget and Management 
(DBM) on the implementation of Senate Bill 946 of 2019. The joint committee was also provided 
with a report on the structure, powers, and membership of the Board of Trustees for the SRPS. 

Results of the 2019 Actuarial Valuation and Fiscal 2021 Contribution Rates 

From fiscal 2018 to 2019, SRPS’s funded status (the ratio of projected actuarial assets to 
projected actuarial liabilities) improved from 71.6% at the end of fiscal 2018 to 72.3% at the end 
of fiscal 2019 (these figures exclude funding for local governments that participate in the 
State plan). Several combined factors set the system up for continued improvement in its funding 
status, including the increasing number of new members entering the system under the reformed 
benefit structure enacted in 2011, the elimination of the corridor funding method, and continued 
supplemental contributions. From fiscal 2018 to 2019, the total State unfunded liability increased 
marginally from $19.038 billion to $19.053 billion.   

Fiscal 2021 Contribution Rates 

Exhibit 1 shows that the employer contribution rate with reinvestment savings for the 
Teachers’ Combined Systems will decrease from 16.30% in fiscal 2020 to 15.65% in fiscal 2021, 
and the contribution rate for the Employees’ Combined Systems will increase from 20.22% in 
fiscal 2020 to 21.36% in fiscal 2021. The aggregate contribution rate, including contributions for 
public safety employees and judges, decreases from 18.54% in fiscal 2020 to 18.46% in fiscal 
2021. Based on projected payroll growth and other factors, the SRPS actuary estimates that total 
employer pension contributions will increase from $1.991 billion in fiscal 2020 to $2.038 billion 
in fiscal 2021. The fiscal 2021 contribution rates are the actuarially determined contribution rates 
and reflect the Board of Trustees’ decision to lower the investment return assumption from 7.45% 
to 7.40% and incorporate the results of the system’s 2014 through 2018 experience study. The 
funding rates and contribution amounts are inclusive of the $75 million supplemental contribution 
required by Chapter 489 of 2015.  
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Exhibit 1 
State Pension Contributions 

Fiscal 2020 and 2021 
($ in Millions) 

2020 2021 
Plan Rate Contribution Rate Contribution 

Teachers’ Combined 16.30% $1,166.5 15.65% $1,154.1 
Employees’ Combined 20.22% 670.2 21.36% 722.7 
State Police 80.58% 84.7 79.03% 88.6 
Judges 44.44% 22.1 40.27% 20.6 
Law Enforcement Officers 42.40% 47.9 43.93% 52.5 

Aggregate 18.54% $1,991.3 18.46% $2,038.4 

Note:  Except for the Teachers’ Combined System (TCS), contribution rates and dollar amounts reflect State funds 
only, excluding municipal contributions. For TCS, it reflects the combined total of State and local contributions. 
Figures also reflect the $75 million supplemental contribution required by Chapter 489 of 2015.  

Source:  Gabriel, Roeder, Smith, & Co., Preliminary Results of the June 30, 2019 Actuarial Valuation for 
Fiscal Year 2021 

State Retirement and Pension System Investment Performance 

SRPS investment return for the fiscal year that ended on June 30, 2019, was 6.46%, failing 
to exceed the assumed rate of return of 7.45%. System assets grew to a market value of 
$54.2 billion, as of June 30, 2019. Investment returns were below the assumed rate of investment 
return for the first time in three years, with returns exceeding the assumed rate of return in only 
two of the last five years. The system as a whole underperformed its policy benchmark by 0.63% 
(63 basis points). Total system return for fiscal 2015 through 2019 is 5.62%, which is 0.26% 
(26 basis points) above the plan return benchmark for that period. Total system return for the past 
10 years is 8.61%, which is 0.57% (57 basis points) above its benchmark for that period. 
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Board Requested Legislation 

Death Benefits for Children – Age 

Over the last several years, provisions of the State Personnel and Pensions Article have 
been amended to provide that a child of a deceased member or retiree who is receiving death 
benefits from the several systems may receive benefits until the child reaches age 26. The State 
Retirement Agency (SRA) found statutory provisions that were not included in previous legislation 
and still state that certain children of deceased members or retirees will cease receiving death 
benefits at age 18. The Board of Trustees for the SRPS recommended legislation that would amend 
these provisions to provide a consistent age cutoff of 26 for death benefits across all systems. 

The joint committee will sponsor the requested legislation. 

Teachers’ Retirement and Pension Systems – Obsolete Reemployment 
Provisions 

The reemployment provisions for the Teachers’ Retirement and Pension Systems provides 
an earnings offset exemption for retired teachers and principals if they are reemployed by a public 
school that is not making adequate yearly progress or is a school in need of improvement under 
the federal No Child Left Behind Act of 2001. SRA notes that this Act was repealed in 2015. The 
board recommended repealing the reemployment provisions in the State Personnel and Pensions 
Article that reference this Act.   

The joint committee will sponsor the requested legislation. 

Reemployment Earnings Offset – Clarification 

Each of the several systems (except the Law Enforcement Officers’ Pension System) 
include provisions that address the amount by which the board may reduce a retiree’s allowance 
when the retiree is subject to a reemployment earnings limitation. These sections of law also 
provide that a retiree’s allowance may not be reduced to an amount that would be less than what 
is required to be deducted for the retiree’s monthly medical insurance premiums. The board 
recommended legislation to clarify these provisions. Any change made to the provisions is 
intended to be nonsubstantive.  

The joint committee will sponsor the requested legislation. 

Modification of Municipal Pension Surcharges 

The 2011 legislative reforms substantially revised the benefit provisions and employee 
contribution rates for the SRPS Municipal Employees’ Combined System. The board noted that 
plan changes such as the 2011 reforms affect different participating governmental units (PGUs) 
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differently, with a benefit to some PGUs and a systematic detriment to other PGUs. The 
2011 reforms caused the pooled employer cost to decrease by about 2% of pay. Most of that 
decrease was due to the increase in employee contribution rates for the Alternate Contributory 
Pension Selection participants, from 5% to 7%. PGUs with participants subject to the 
Non-Contributory Pension Benefit (NCPB) or the Employees’ Contributory Pension Benefit 
(ECPB) (nine PGUs) benefitted from a decrease in pooled municipal employer contribution rates 
although there was no offsetting increase in employee contributions from their NCPB and ECPB 
participants. This was the result of a specific provision included in the 2011 reforms that exempted 
these nine employers from having to participate in the Reformed Contributory Pension 
Benefit (RCPB), as participation in the RCPB would have resulted in a benefit enhancement for 
their participating employees.  

The board recommended the establishment of a new surcharge of 2% of pay for each of 
the nine employers participating in the NCPB or ECPB. Because of the magnitude of the proposed 
changes to the employer contribution rate and the impact on these nine PGUs, the board also 
recommended these changes be implemented over a period of five years. The proposed five-year 
phase-in would begin with the December 2021 billing and would be fully implemented by the 
December 2025 billing.    

The joint committee decided to hold the requested legislation so that more detailed 
information on the impacts of the legislation can be obtained. 

Overpayment of Pension Benefits 

SRA recently identified 34 retirees and beneficiaries who have been receiving a monthly 
benefit in excess of what their benefit would be under the statutory provisions of the Employees’ 
and Teachers’ Retirement and Pension Systems. SRA reports the total overpayment amount for 
the 34 annuitants is $104,296.06 through May 31, 2019. Since discovering these overpayments, 
staff have researched the issue to determine how this issue evolved.   

The annual basic allowance for a retiree of the several systems who is receiving a normal 
service retirement is calculated in accordance with a statutorily provided benefit formula for the 
appropriate system. The formula (with the exception of the Judges’ Retirement System) is the 
product of multiplying the member’s annual average final compensation, creditable service, and 
benefit multiplier for the member’s system. A member’s annual basic allowance as calculated 
above, will be reduced if the member selects an optional allowance providing survivorship benefits 
to a designated beneficiary. 

A member’s retirement  allowance is funded from both the member’s and employer’s 
contributions made on behalf of the member that are separately accounted for in the 
“annuity reserve” and “pension reserve” funds, respectively. Sections 20-101(f) and (gg) of the 
State Personnel and Pensions Article define these terms as the present value of an annuity and 
pension computed on the basis of actuarial assumptions adopted by the board. To calculate the 
present value of the annuity reserve portion of the member’s retirement allowance, SRA 
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determines the member’s total member contributions and interest and divides this amount by an 
actuarially determined annuity factor based primarily on the life expectancy of the member at the 
time of retirement. SRA then determines the pension reserve portion of the retirement allowance 
by reducing the statutorily calculated retirement allowance by the portion of the retirement 
allowance allocated to the annuity reserves. The system’s actuary acknowledges these practices as 
acceptable calculations for determining the annuity and pension reserves for members at the time 
of retirement. While most accounts have an annuity reserve and a pension reserve component in 
calculating their retirement allowance, there are occasional instances where the present value of 
the annuity reserve is greater than the statutorily determined benefit.    

The 34 accounts in question currently have annuity reserves in excess of their statutorily 
determined benefit. Prior to July 1, 2010, and continuing through today, the first three steps of that 
process generally include: (1) calculating the member’s statutorily determined benefit; 
(2) determining the member’s annuity reserve; and (3) determining the member’s pension reserve,
if any. Prior to July 1, 2010, if the member’s annuity reserve exceeded the statutorily determined
benefit, the member’s benefit was capped at the value of the statutorily determined benefit.
Beginning July 1, 2010, based on these calculations, the Maryland Pension Administration
System (MPAS) was programmed to perform the basic allowance calculation different from the
statutorily provided basic allowance calculation for those accounts with only an annuity reserve
component to their benefit. The MPAS programming provided that in instances where a member’s
annuity reserves exceeded the member’s basic allowance calculated on years of service, average
final compensation, and benefit multiplier, the benefit would not be capped using the statutorily
provided benefit formula for the appropriate system. Instead, in instances where the annuity
reserve was in excess of the statutorily determined benefit, the retiree’s allowance was based solely
on the member’s annuity reserves. In other words, the programming provided that a member’s
annuity reserves as determined at the time of retirement, will be the minimum benefit a member
will receive at retirement.

Legislative Remedies 

To address the overpayments and miscalculations for the 34 retirees and beneficiaries 
affected by the 2010 MPAS programming and any future similarly situated accounts, the board 
noted the joint committee may wish to introduce legislation that would codify this type of benefit 
calculation for instances when a member’s annuity reserve exceeds the statutorily provided benefit 
formula for the appropriate system at the time of retirement. SRA consulted with the system’s 
actuary about the MPAS benefit calculation that was implemented for these 34 accounts. The 
system’s actuary informed the staff that this calculation for accounts with annuity reserves in 
excess of the statutorily provided benefit conforms to many other public plans. The system’s 
actuary believes that legislation to conform the law to the 2010 MPAS programming would have 
a minimal impact to the plan. This is due in part to the initial benefit that is being paid under these 
circumstances is being funded entirely by the member’s accumulated contributions, excluding any 
cost of living adjustments (COLA). The employer contributions that were made on behalf of the 
member remain with the system, in effect subsidizing (in very small part) the retirement benefits 
of the retirees whose annuity reserve does not exceed the statutorily defined benefit. The actuary 
would likely consider this a de minims gain.  
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Should the joint committee choose to sponsor legislation codifying the practice that 
payment of the retirement allowance in excess of the statutorily calculated benefit is appropriate 
in instances where a member’s annuity reserve exceeds the statutorily calculated benefit, 
consideration should be given as to what, if any, adjustments would be necessary for those 
individuals who retired prior to July 1, 2010, and whose annuity reserve component of their 
retirement allowance was capped at the statutorily calculated benefit. SRA reports it is in the 
process of identifying these individuals. 

As an alternative approach, the board noted the joint committee may wish to maintain the 
current statutory calculation for all members, regardless of whether a member’s annuity reserve is 
greater than the member’s statutorily provided benefit. In that case, the board would recommend 
introducing legislation that would authorize the board to not recover the overpayments directly 
from these annuitants that have already been made to these 34 retirees and beneficiaries. 
Additionally, such proposed legislation would not alter the retiree’s or beneficiary’s monthly 
retirement allowance but would, instead, suspend any annual COLAs until the individual’s current 
allowance equals or exceeds the corrected reduced allowance, including any suspended annual 
COLAs. Such legislation would be similar to legislation that the board requested the 
joint committee to sponsor in 2010 to address an overpayment issue for retirees and beneficiaries 
of the Maryland School for the Deaf (MSD). In that situation, the overpayment was due to an error 
by MSD in their reporting of salaries for a group of their employees. This misreporting resulted in 
increased benefits for that group. The legislation that was ultimately sponsored by the 
joint committee provided that SRA would not correct the individuals’ monthly retirement 
allowances, and would suspend any annual COLAs until the allowance each affected retiree or 
beneficiary is entitled to receive (including any suspended annual COLAs) equals or exceeds the 
allowance the individual was receiving when the overpayment was identified in 2010. The board 
notes parallels can be drawn between the two groups. In each case, the affected retirees and 
beneficiaries in each group all received overpayments for the same reason (either misreporting by 
their employer or unique MPAS programming of their benefit), and all were or will be subject to 
the same remedy. 

SRA noted there is a distinction between the two groups related to the funds that were and 
would be addressed through legislation. In the case of MSD, the overpayments received by the 
retirees and beneficiaries were funds to which they were never entitled. However, in the present 
case of the individuals with greater annuity reserves than the statutorily provided benefit, the 
overpayment they received was from the funds in their annuity reserves, which is their 
accumulated contributions. Current provisions of the State Personnel and Pensions Article provide 
that upon terminating membership, a member is always entitled to a return of their accumulated 
contributions.  

The joint committee will sponsor legislation to provide that a retiree’s basic allowance 
may not be less than the present value of the retiree’s annuity reserve. 
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Recording of Member Service Division – Automated Callbacks 

Chapter 214 of the Acts of 2009 authorized the board to adopt regulations allowing 
managers to monitor and record incoming telephone conversations to employees of the Member 
Services Division of SRA for training and quality control purposes. Following enactment of 
Chapter 214, Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) 22.01.13, Member Services 
Unit – Telephone Recording or Monitoring, was adopted by SRA. Specifically, COMAR 
22.01.13.02 states that SRA may only record or monitor incoming calls to the Automated Call 
Distribution System (ACDS), within the Member Services Division. Additionally, this regulation 
also states that SRA may not record or monitor calls to or from direct individual lines in SRA.   

In 2015, SRA began providing members and retirees who call into ACDS and are faced 
with long wait periods to “lock in” their place in the call-in queue. By doing this, members and 
retirees are not required to wait on hold for an available counselor but instead can disconnect the 
call, while still maintaining their place in the queue. When their position in the queue moves to the 
second spot, ACDS will automatically reconnect the call with the individual. It is important to note 
that, throughout this entire process, no counselor from the Member Services Division is personally 
returning the individual’s initial phone call. Because of this, staff had not considered this feature 
an actual outbound phone call. However, legal counsel for SRA recently reviewed the issue and 
expressed concern that despite ACDS reconnecting the original call, it could be interpreted as an 
outbound telephone call and, therefore, SRA would not have the authority to record these types of 
telephone calls. Section 9-602 of the Criminal Law Article provides that a State official or 
employee may not directly or indirectly monitor or record in any manner a telephone conversation 
made to or from a State unit. This section of the law further provides that a person who violates 
this section is guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction is subject to a fine not exceeding $1,000. 
Such a conviction is also grounds for immediate dismissal from State employment. As a result, 
SRA has stopped recording these types of outbound telephone calls. 

Nevertheless, SRA believes that recording these calls would provide staff with a valuable 
tool for training and quality control of the counselors in its Member Services Division. Therefore, 
the board recommended that current provisions of the State Personnel and Pensions Article be 
amended to permit SRA to record outbound calls from the Member Services Division that are 
placed through the agency’s ACDS. 

The joint committee will sponsor the requested legislation. 

Additional Topics 

State Retirement and Pension System – Board of Trustees 

Chapter 727 and 728 of 2018 granted the SRPS board additional authority in carrying out 
the functions of its Investment Division. In light of that expanded power, the 
2019 Joint Chairmen’s Report requested that the Department of Legislative Services (DLS) study 
the structure, powers, and membership of the SRPS board. On October 29, 2019, DLS submitted 
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its report to JCP. The report studied over 70 separate boards across the nation and gave an overview 
of several studies on pension board governance. Based on the information gathered, DLS provided 
several observations about the SRPS board, including the size of the board and its Investment 
Committee, the financial and expertise qualifications of board members, and board meeting length 
and frequency. 

Briefing on Implementation of Senate Bill 946 of 2019 

Chapter 397 of 2011 eliminated State prescription drug coverage for Medicare-eligible 
retirees beginning in fiscal 2020, with the intent of reducing the State’s significant financial 
liabilities associated with Other Post  Employment Benefits (OPEB). At the time, the State’s OPEB 
liability decreased from $16.1 billion to $9.7 billion. In response to the federal Bipartisan Budget 
Act of 2018 that accelerated the closing of the Medicare Part D coverage gap (also known as the 
“donut hole”) to January 1, 2019, the Maryland General Assembly passed legislation (Chapter 10 
of 2018) to realign the transition of retirees to Medicare Part D to the new date, with the additional 
clarification of continuing coverage to non-Medicare-eligible spouses and dependents of 
Medicare-eligible retirees and requiring notification of the change to impacted retirees by 
July 1, 2018.  

In September 2018, a lawsuit was filed in the Baltimore City Circuit Court to challenge the 
planned transition beginning in January 2019. In October 2018, a federal judge granted a 
temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction to delay the transition to Medicare Part D 
pending a decision on the lawsuit. During the 2019 session, Senate Bill 946 (Chapter 767) was 
passed to establish prescription drug out-of-pocket (OOP) reimbursement or catastrophic coverage 
programs for specified Medicare-eligible State retirees or dependents. Depending on certain 
eligibility requirements, the programs would cover OOP costs that exceed limits in the existing 
State plan, reimburse OOP costs after the participant enters catastrophic coverage under Medicare, 
or reimburse OOP costs for a life-sustaining drug covered under the State plan but not under the 
participant’s Medicare prescription plan. However, Chapter 767 delays implementation of the 
three plans while the injunction is pending and requires that there be at least nine months before 
open enrollment before Chapter 767 is implemented. These provisions mean that the earliest 
Chapter 767 would be implemented would be January 1, 2021. The legislation also included a 
provision expressing the intent of the General Assembly that DBM attend at least one meeting of 
the JCP each year to provide an update on the implementation of Chapter 767. DBM appeared 
before the JCP at the October 29, 2019 meeting and provided an update, which included clarifying 
the date by which an individual would be considered retired for purposes of eligibility for the 
programs established by Chapter 767. The remainder of the department’s update was limited, with 
DBM noting that as the litigation was still pending, the State has been prohibited from 
discontinuing the existing State prescription benefit plan for Medicare-eligible retirees. With the 
litigation still pending, the new programs created by Chapter 767 are not offered at this time.  

Briefing on Maryland Transit Administration Pension Plan 

During the 2018 session, concerns were raised regarding the underfunding of the Maryland 
Transit Administration (MTA) pension plan, which provides a defined benefit for unionized 
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workers. In fiscal 2017, the MTA pension plan had a funded ratio of only 40.9%, and MTA 
budgeted only 70.9% of the actuarially determined contribution. These concerns led to a request 
in the 2018 Joint Chairmen’s Report for MTA to brief the joint committee on the features of the 
MTA pension plan, the actions that MTA intends to take to improve the funded status of the 
pension plan, and a projected timeline for the actions. The briefing request recognized that 
oversight of the MTA pension plan is complicated by the need to negotiate changes to the plan 
with the unions and that binding arbitration provisions present additional challenges. The State 
would lose a significant amount of federal transit funds if the State took away the right of MTA 
employees to collective bargaining with binding arbitration. 

MTA briefed the joint committee on the actions it intends to take to improve the funded 
status of the pension plan. As of the July 1, 2019 valuation, the plan funded ratio was 43%. MTA 
employee contributions for its largest cohort of employees will increase from 2.0% to 4.0% by 
fiscal 2021. During the years employee contributions would increase, MTA would match the 
increased employee contribution dollar for dollar. MTA has also consolidated its existing 
amortization bases to be paid over 25 years, effective July 1, 2019. Under this amortization 
schedule, the plan is projected to be at full funding by the fiscal 2036 valuation. The change in 
amortization resulted in a decrease in the MTA employer contributions.  

The joint committee will continue to monitor the financial health of the MTA pension 
plan. The joint committee is hopeful that actions to improve the funded status of the MTA 
pension plan will be implemented soon.  
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Annual State Retirement and Pension System’s 
Investment Overview 

At the request of the Joint Committee on Pensions, the Department of Legislative Services 
(DLS) annually reviews the investment performance of the State Retirement and Pension 
System (SRPS) for the preceding fiscal year. This report is intended to provide an overview of 
SRPS performance, a comparison of this performance to its peers, and an identification of issues 
meriting further comment by the State Retirement Agency (SRA). 

State Retirement and Pension System Investment Performance 

Asset Allocation 

The SRPS Board of Trustees sets the allocation of assets to each investment class and 
continuously monitors the appropriateness of the allocation in light of its investment objectives. 
The SRPS Investment Policy Manual sets forth the investment objectives: 

The board desires to balance the goal of higher long-term returns with the 
goal of minimizing contribution volatility, recognizing that they are often 
competing goals. This requires taking both assets and liabilities into account when 
setting investment strategy, as well as an awareness of external factors such as 
inflation. Therefore, the investment objectives over extended periods of time 
(generally, 10 to 20 years) are to achieve an annualized investment return that: 

1. In nominal terms, equals or exceeds the actuarial investment return
assumption of the system adopted by the board. The actuarial investment
return assumption is a measure of the long-term rate of growth of the
System’s assets. In adopting the actuarial return assumption, the board
anticipates that the investment portfolio may achieve higher returns in some
years and lower returns in other years.

2. In real terms, exceeds the U.S. inflation rate by at least 3.0%. The
inflation-related objective compares the investment performance against the
rate of inflation as measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI) plus 3.0%.
The inflation measure provides a link to the system’s liabilities.

3. Meets or exceeds the system’s Investment Policy Benchmark. The
Investment Policy Benchmark is calculated by using a weighted average of
the board-established benchmarks for each asset class. The
Policy Benchmark enables comparison of the system’s actual performance
to a passively managed proxy and measures the contribution of active
investment management and policy implementation.
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The assets allocation is structured into five categories: 

 Growth Equity:  public equity (domestic, international developed, and international
emerging markets) and private equity investments;

 Rate Sensitive:  long-term government bonds, securitized bonds, corporate bonds, and
inflation-linked bonds;

 Credit:  high yield bonds and bank loans and emerging market debt;

 Real Assets:  real estate and natural resources and infrastructure investments; and

 Absolute Return:  consists of investments that are expected to exceed U.S. treasuries with
low correlation to public stocks.

Included within these asset classes are sub-asset classes. The board approves adjustments
to the asset allocations and sets transitional targets. The board also approves target ranges for 
sub-asset classes as well as constraints on hedge fund exposure, with total hedge fund investments 
capped across all asset classes. Exhibit 1 shows system asset allocations in relation to the strategic 
targets in effect on June 30, 2019. 

Exhibit 1 
State Retirement and Pension System Asset Allocation 

Target Actual 
Asset Class Allocation June 30, 2019 

Growth/Equity 50.0% 50.4% 
Rate Sensitive 19.0% 18.1% 
Credit 9.0% 8.9% 
Real Assets 14.0% 13.3% 
Absolute Return 8.0% 7.4% 
Multi Asset 0.0% 1.3% 
Cash and Cash Equitization 0.0% 0.5% 

Total Fund 100.0% 100.0% 

Note:  Columns may not add to total due to rounding. Target allocation is as of October 1, 2017. 

Source:  State Retirement Agency of Maryland – Quarterly Investment Update – Period Ending June 30, 2019 
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The system’s asset allocation is reflective of a decision to restructure the portfolio in 
fiscal 2008 and 2009. As of June 30, 2019, the public equity allocation is 36.4%, with domestic 
public equity comprising 12.2% of fund assets. The allocation for private equity − one of the 
system’s strongest performing asset classes  − was 14.0% as of June 30, 2019. The overall strategy 
for public equity allocations is part of an approach by the board to decrease risk through 
diversification in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, while increased investment in private equity 
has resulted in positive returns for the system with less experienced volatility than public equity. 
Lower allocations to public equity investments are expected to result in lower returns when public 
equities are in growth patterns. However, as public equity can be a highly volatile asset class, a 
more diverse investment allocation should reduce volatility to provide protection when equity 
markets perform poorly or decline. While mitigating volatility will result in not taking full 
advantage of highly performing public equity markets, more stable investment returns will also 
mitigate swings in employer contribution rates. The board of trustees and the investment 
committee monitor the allocation of assets and continue to discuss the appropriate allocation (in 
consultation with the system’s investment staff and investment consultants) that will achieve the 
system’s investment return needs. Given the certain nature of defined benefit payment obligations, 
prudent allocation strategy should consider both achieving positive returns as well as being 
positioned to avoid losses. While investment division staff have some authority to make tactical, 
short-term adjustments to asset allocations, the investment policy manual states an objective of 
long-term investment strategy, acknowledging the system’s long-term investment horizon may 
lead to short-term volatility.  

The current asset allocation targets were put in effect on October 1, 2017. The target 
allocations to the growth equity class were increased to 50%, with increased target allocations to 
emerging markets and private equity and a decreased international equity target. The rate sensitive 
class target was set at 19%. Within the credit class, the allocation targets increased the allocation 
to high yield bonds and bank loans and decreased the target allocation for emerging market debt. 
Within the real estate class, the allocation target for real estate investment trusts (REIT) is 
0  to 30%. In June of fiscal 2019, the system began liquidating its investments in REITs within 
the real estate asset class. The system will still have some REIT holdings through other asset 
classes, such as within the system’s public equity and hedge fund holdings. The system’s 
Investment Policy Manual for the board of trustees for SRPS will reflect actions of the board 
altering the asset allocation and can be found on SRA’s website.   

DLS requests SRA to comment on the liquidation of REITs from the system’s asset 
holdings within the real estate asset class. 

Investment Performance 

The system’s investment return for fiscal 2019 was 6.46% net of management fees, failing 
to exceed the assumed rate of return for the first time in three years. The system failed to exceed 
its policy benchmarks for the system as a whole, as well as within most individual asset classes. 
System performance was driven primarily by growth equity returns, which made up 50.4% of the 
portfolio and returned 6.40% for the fiscal year. As shown in Exhibit 2, the system’s assets totaled 
$54.2 billion as of June 30, 2019, which was an increase of $2.4 billion over fiscal 2018.  
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Exhibit 2 
State Retirement and Pension System of Maryland 

Fund Investment Performance for Periods Ending June 30, 2019
($ in Millions) 

Time Weighted Total Returns 
Assets % Total 1 Year  5 Years 10 Years 

Growth Equity 
Public Equity $19,713.1 36.4% 3.89% 6.30% 10.60% 
Private Equity 7,604.2 14.0% 13.65% 14.52% 14.92% 
Subtotal $27,317.3 50.4% 6.40% 7.98% 11.50% 

Rate Sensitive 
Nominal Fixed Income $7,642.3 14.1% 10.84% 4.11% 5.31% 
Inflation Sensitive 2,172.7 4.0% 4.84% 2.36% 4.07% 
Subtotal $9,814.9 18.1% 9.42% 3.73% 5.11% 

Credit $4,840.8 8.9% 6.50% 3.98% 7.92% 

Real Assets 
Real Estate $5,071.6 9.4% 5.98% 9.07% 10.66% 
Natural Resources and 

Infrastructure 2,150.4 4.0% 3.52% 0.82% n/a 
Subtotal $7,222.0 13.3% 5.27% 2.13% 4.50% 

Absolute Return $4,021.8 7.4% 2.97% 1.43% 3.74% 

Multi Asset $725.1 1.3% 4.39% n/a n/a 

Cash and Cash 
Equitization $263.3 0.5% 10.11% 5.65% 4.16% 

Total Fund $54,204.6 100.0% 6.46% 5.62% 8.61% 

Note:  Returns beyond 1 year are annualized. Returns are net of fees.

Source:  State Street – State Retirement Agency of Maryland – Rates of Return – Net Mgr – Periods Ending 
June 30, 2019.  
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As shown in Exhibit 3, the system as a whole performed 0.63% (63 basis points) below 
the benchmark. Private equity and nominal fixed income were the only assets that had returns 
above the assumed rate of return of 7.45%, though nominal fixed income performed slightly below 
its benchmark. Within public equity, the domestic equity return of 8.16% was the only sub-asset 
class to return above the assumed rate of return, though that return was also below its benchmark.  

Exhibit 3 
State Retirement and Pension System of Maryland 

Benchmark Performance for Year Ending June 30, 2019

Return Return Benchmark Excess 

Growth Equity 6.40% 6.55% -0.15%
Public Equity 3.89% 4.65% -0.76%
Private Equity 13.65% 10.87% 2.79%

Rate Sensitive 9.42% 9.81% -0.39%
Nominal Fixed Income 10.84% 11.10% -0.26%
Inflation Sensitive 4.84% 4.88% -0.05%

Credit 6.50% 7.34% -0.84%

Real Assets 5.27% 6.23% -0.96%
Real Estate 5.98% 7.68% -1.70%
Natural Resources and Infrastructure 3.52% 2.10% 1.42%

Absolute Return 2.97% 3.09% -0.12%

Multi Asset 4.39% 7.09% -2.70%

Cash and Cash Equitization 10.11% 2.30% 7.82% 

Total Fund 6.46% 7.09% -0.63%

Note:  Columns may not add to total due to rounding. 

Source:  State Street – State Retirement Agency of Maryland – Rates of Return – Net Mgr – Periods Ending 
June 30, 2019  
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With the exceptions of private equity and nominal fixed income, none of the sub-asset 
classes had fiscal year benchmarks above the assumed rate of return of 7.45%. The system’s cash 
and cash equitization program (comprising only 0.5% of plan assets) had the best performance 
relative to its benchmark, returning 10.11% against a benchmark of 2.30%. Real estate and 
multi asset had the largest underperformance relative to their benchmarks. Absolute return once 
again returned below its benchmark, though only by 12 basis points. 

DLS requests SRA to comment on the fiscal 2019 return performance in relation to 
the policy benchmarks and for any asset classes and asset sub-classes that underperformed 
the benchmark, to comment on the factors that led to the underperformance, whether those 
factors are expected to negatively affect performance in fiscal 2020, and to comment on what 
actions are being taken to mitigate those factors impacting the fiscal 2020 returns.  

Additionally, SRA should comment on any changes to policy benchmarks that 
impacted the performance of an asset class relative to its policy benchmark. 

Performance Relative to Other Systems 

One method of evaluating the system’s investment performance is to compare the 
system’s investment performance with the performance of other systems. The Wilshire Trust 
Universe Comparison Service (TUCS) rankings are useful for providing a big-picture, snapshot 
assessment of the system’s performance relative to other large public pension plans. In the TUCS 
analysis, the one-hundredth percentile represents the lowest investment return, and the first 
percentile is the highest investment return. According to TUCS, the system’s fiscal 2019 total fund 
investment performance was rated in the 60th percentile among the public pension funds with at 
least $25 billion in assets, as shown in Exhibit 4. As the system has historically had a low 
allocation to equity investments compared to its peers – and domestic equity in particular – the 
system’s investment policy will have a low TUCS ranking when equity markets are experiencing 
strong performance, as has been the case for a number of years. The long-term relative 
performance rankings typically place SRPS’ relative total fund performance in the bottom quartile. 
The TUCS rankings are based on returns gross of fees. 
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Exhibit 4 
TUCS Percentile Rankings for Periods Ending June 30 

Fiscal 2016-2019 

2016 2017 2018 2019 
1 Year 57 95 75 60 
3 Years 95 91 94 92 
5 Years 95 87 84 88 
10 Years 95 100 94 87 

TUCS:  Wilshire Trust Universe Comparison Service 

Note:  Rankings for systems greater than $25 billion. 

Source:  Wilshire Trust Universe Comparison Service 

Total system TUCS rankings will be driven by the asset allocation. TUCS rankings on their 
own offer limited insight into the manner in which a system’s asset allocation drives performance. 
The total system performance rankings by themselves offer little by way of explaining why 
Maryland’s performance differs from that of other funds and might not reflect a clear picture of 
the investment volatility risks borne by a system. SRA has noted that in certain asset classes the 
system does outperform peers but that when the system as a whole is compared, the low allocation 
to public equity will drive down the system’s overall ranking. 

The impact of asset allocation on total system TUCS rankings can be seen in the system’s 
TUCS rankings on performance within individual asset classes. While the system as a whole has 
experienced relative low rankings when compared to peer systems, the system has experienced 
better relative performance by asset class, as shown in Exhibit 5. The difference in relative 
rankings between the system as a whole and the system by asset class – particularly for the long 
term rankings – indicates that the asset allocation has impacted the relative ranking of the total 
system return, with the system having lower allocations to public equity, and domestic public 
equity in particular. This effect can also be seen in the ranking for total equity. The system does 
not have a bias to U.S. equity, which had strong performance in fiscal 2019 as well as in recent 
years. While the system ranks well in its performance in U.S. equity, the lesser amount of assets 
in U.S. equity will impact the total equity ranking. 
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Exhibit 5 
TUCS Percentile Rankings for Periods Ending June 30, 2019 

Asset Class 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 Year 

Total Equity 87 76 70 68 
U.S. Equity 59 48 51 52 
International Developed 47 55 47 80 
International Emerging 63 47 n/a n/a 
Fixed Income 8 68 23 44 
Private Equity 21 19 16 21 
Real Estate 67 47 50 16 

TUCS:  Wilshire Trust Universe Comparison Service 

Note:  Rankings for systems greater than $1 billion. 

Source:  Wilshire Trust Universe Comparison Service 

As shown in Exhibits 4 and 5, SRPS’ relative returns in individual asset classes generally 
outperform the system’s performance as a whole. All things being equal, a system with a higher 
allocation to asset classes with the highest levels of returns in a particular time period would be 
expected to have performed better than SRPS. 

Recent historical returns have seen strong returns in public equity, which can be a highly 
volatile asset class. Allocations that limit exposure to more volatile assets will result in more stable 
employer contribution rates. An allocation that would result in mitigating volatility of returns 
(whether excess gains, returns below the assumed rate of return, or investment losses) will also 
mitigate the impact to employer contributions from contribution rate increases. A system’s asset 
allocation should be impacted by a number of considerations that reflect a system’s risk tolerance. 
A system’s maturity (ratio of retirees to active members), funded status, assumed rate of return, 
benefit structure, regularity of full contributions, and other considerations factor into a system’s 
risk tolerance. The importance of these factors will vary from plan to plan leading to different 
tolerances for risk, variation in investment allocations, and differences in annual returns. 

TUCS provides data on the risk-return profile of its members that shows that the system’s 
level of risk over the three-year period ending June 30, 2019, was below the median for other 
public funds with assets greater than $25 billion. This is consistent with the system’s comparatively 
lower allocation to public equity that can be a highly volatile asset class. The system’s asset 
allocation strategy is intended to protect against more extreme losses in down markets. Due to the 
nature of the benefits that the system’s investments ultimately fund, there is prudence in setting an 
asset allocation that achieves the necessary investment returns with the lowest level of risk capable 
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of achieving those returns.  

DLS requests that SRA comment on the relative TUCS performance rankings by 
asset class and how overall asset allocation impacts the total system’s TUCS rankings.  

Investment Management Fees 

As shown in Exhibit 6, SRPS incurred $372.5 million in investment management fees 
during fiscal 2019, a decrease from $374.2 million in fiscal 2018 fees. Management fees for the 
plan as a whole have grown substantially since the system adjusted its asset allocation to invest 
more heavily in alternative asset classes with higher fee structures. The shift of public equity assets 
to global and emerging market equity managers, which are almost all active managers, has also 
contributed to the growth in fees over the past few years. As a percent of assets, management fees 
in fiscal 2019 were lower than in fiscal 2018 by 0.8 basis points.  SRA credits its ability to negotiate 
favorable fee arrangements as a contributing factor in mitigating the impact of management fees 
on system returns.  

While active management of assets results in higher overall fees, the system has benefited 
from active management by achieving excess returns over performance benchmarks. The system 
does utilize passive investment strategies where available, and through active management is able 
to add more diversification to system investments by investing in assets where active management 
can generate returns in assets where passive investment is not available or efficient. Review of 
SRPS fees by the system’s investment consultant has noted that SRPS has continued to be effective 
at negotiating more favorable fee arrangements than peer systems.      
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Exhibit 6 
Asset Management Fees Paid by Asset Class 

Fiscal 2018-2019 
($ in Millions) 

2018 2019 

Asset Class 
Management 

Fee 
Incentive 

Fee Total  

Fees as 
% of 
Asset 

Management 
Fee 

Incentive 
Fee Total 

Fees as 
% of 
Asset 

Equity $65.4 $0.6 $66.0 0.35% $65.5 $0.9 $66.4 0.37% 
Rate Sensitive 12.7 4.4 17.1 0.16% 12.5 1.2 13.7 0.14% 
Credit 10.5 n/a 10.5 0.35% 5.4 n/a 5.4 0.17% 
Private Equity 104.3 n/a 104.3 1.73% 110.1 0.3 110.4 1.64% 
Real Estate 29.2 1.5 30.7 0.84% 34.3 1.9 36.2 0.84% 
REITs 2.4 n/a 2.4 0.34% 2.5 n/a 2.5 0.36% 
Real Return 16.6 2.3 18.9 1.44% 15.7 n/a 15.7 0.80% 
Absolute 
Return 43.2 10.9 54.1 1.64% 51.9 21.0 72.9 1.77% 

Multi Asset 1.3 n/a 1.3 0.17% 1.4 n/a 1.4 0.20% 
Private 
Credit/Debt 19.3 3.1 22.4 1.66% 14.9 n/a 14.9 1.32% 

Equity Long 
Short 18.2 18.7 36.9 2.58% 11.0 12.0 23.0 2.69% 

Service 
Providers 9.6 n/a 9.6 n/a 10.1 n/a 10.1 n/a 

Total Fund $332.8 $41.4 $374.2 0.73% $335.2 $37.3 $372.5 0.72% 

REIT:  real estate investment trust 

Note:  Columns may not sum to total due to rounding. “Fees as % of Asset” column indicates fees as a percentage of 
the asset under management. 

Source:  State Retirement Agency 

Private Equity Fees 

Management fees for private equity comprised nearly 30% of total management fees, 
despite only constituting 14% of system assets in fiscal 2019. Fees in private equity constituted 
1.73% of private equity assets. The reason for the higher amount of fees in private equity involves 
a substantial degree of active management. Fee structures are similar to those used in hedge funds, 
with a fixed base management fee, plus a portion of earnings referred to as “carried interest.” The 
management fees only reflect the base fees, not carried interest. Because of the nature of private 
equity fee arrangements, carried interest fees are tied to performance. When the system pays higher 
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carried interest fees, a higher return on investment is earned by the system. SRA indicates that 
private equity returns are reported net of management fees and carried interest.   

While private equity does involve substantial management fees, the system’s private equity 
portfolio was the strongest performing sub-asset class in 2019, with a return of 13.65%. This return 
was 279 basis points above its benchmark, and was the only sub asset class to both exceed the 
system’s assumed rate of return as well as exceed its benchmark. Investment in private equity has 
resulted in positive returns for the system with less experienced volatility than public equity. 
Returns for the one-, three-, and five-year periods ending June 30, 2019, were 13.65%, 16.55%, 
and 14.52%, respectively. Returns for those same periods also provided significant excess returns 
over the asset class benchmarks. Additionally, SRA has proposed utilizing co-investments in 
private equity. Such investments would be companion investments to private equity funds that 
SRPS is already investing in but would not carry the same associated fee structure. Under this 
approach, SRPS would effectively be reducing its fees for any private equity investments it co-
invests by increasing the invested funds with the co–invested portion of the investment being 
subject to a lower fee structure. While private equity markets have performed well for the system, 
opportunities to make profitable investments may decline as private equity markets mature. 
Management of private equity assets will play a crucial role in the continued success of the asset 
class. 

Legislation passed in the 2019 session (Chapter 202) requires SRA to provide more 
detailed information on carried interest on investments. In the past five years, calls for greater 
transparency in the reporting of carried interest have led to changes in the investment management 
industry. Carried interest is earned by investment managers in private markets (e.g., private equity, 
private real estate) and is the amount that a general partner (investment manager) retains as an 
ownership interest in the investment profits generated by the partnership. Carried interest typically 
represents a percentage of the profits generated, with that proportion negotiated among the parties 
involved. As carried interest represents shared profits that are retained by the general partner rather 
than paid by the investor, it is not typically reported as investment management fees.  

Recently, several public pension plans have released reports showing carried interest 
earned by general partners managing investments on their behalf. In addition, the Institutional 
Limited Partners Association developed a reporting template that includes carried interest that has 
been endorsed by many investment managers and public pension funds (including SRPS). 
Chapter 202 requires the board’s annual report on investment management services to include the 
amount of carried interest on any assets of the system. The first report, due December 31, 2019, is 
required to include information for fiscal years 2015 through 2019.  

DLS requests SRA to comment on how private equity returns are calculated, and how 
performance benchmarks are selected. SRA should also brief the committees on any risks 
associated with private equity and how other large pension funds’ policies are evolving.  
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Absolute Return Fees 

Absolute return comprises 7.4% of SRPS investments. Absolute return was among the 
lower performing asset classes in fiscal 2019, underperforming its benchmark by 12 basis points 
with a return of 2.97%. The system’s Investment Policy Manual describes the absolute return asset 
class as, “investments whose performance is expected to exceed the three month U.S. Treasury 
bill by 4-5% over a full market cycle and exhibit low correlation to public stocks.” Only four 
investments within the absolute return class achieved returns above the asset class benchmark, 
with a number of investments sustaining significant losses. Similar to private equity, absolute 
return fee structures typically include base fixed management fees and incentive compensation 
based on performance. Fees paid for absolute return were $72.9 million in fiscal 2019, which 
represents 1.64% of absolute return assets. This was almost 20% of all management fees. Absolute 
return has returned below benchmarks for the one-, three-, and five-year periods ending 
June 30, 2019. The 10-year and since inception returns did exceed benchmarks by 19 and 141 basis 
points, respectively, but returned only 3.74% and 3.20%, respectively.  

Given the low rate of return, underperformance relative to benchmarks, and high 
management fee structures, DLS requests SRA to comment on the returns of the absolute 
return asset class, including the market conditions leading to the low level of returns and 
benchmark underperformance, and what market conditions would result in markedly 
improved returns for investments in the asset class. 

Investment Division Staffing 

Chapters 727 and 728 of 2018 granted the board authority to set the compensation of 
personnel in the SRA Investment Division and to establish positions within the division, subject 
to certain limitations. Investment division staff are now to be “off-budget” and funded as system 
expenses. Investment positions are also now outside the State personnel system. The legislation 
included the creation of the Objective Criteria Committee (OCC) that is charged with making 
recommendations to the board on the objective criteria to be used for setting compensation and 
governing the payment of financial incentives to eligible investment division staff. OCC made 
recommendations to the board, and the board included provisions governing the compensation 
(including incentive compensation) for division staff. 

The stated purpose of the legislation by SRA and the board was twofold. First, SRA’s Chief 
Investment Officer (CIO) noted that the ability to create positions and set compensation would 
reduce compensation-related turnover in the division and help in recruitment to adequately staff 
the division to perform its existing functions. Testimony submitted in support of the legislation 
noted that the authority is expected to enhance system investment performance by maintaining and 
adding staff. The testimony noted that additional staffing resources will “enable the division to 
expand the universe of potential managers or investments to pursue, enhance the methodology of 
evaluating those opportunities, or design tactical strategies to adjust the mix of investments for 
intermediate-term performance.” Additional staffing is also intended to free senior investment staff 
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of administrative duties, resulting in increased focus on enhancing investments. The testimony 
noted that providing the board with authority over positions and compensation “will not result in 
paying the existing staff more money for doing the same job, but instead, will allow these positions 
to be more focused on the investment process rather than the administrative and reporting 
functions.” The request for staffing authority contemplated SRA’s need to expand its staff 
resources, as both the complexity of the fund assets and the size of the assets under management 
is expected to grow.  

The second purpose was that the authority over positions and compensation would be 
necessary to expand and begin moving externally managed assets to internal management by 
division staff. The timeline indicated for internal management contemplated beginning with 
passively managed assets toward the end of an initial 2-year phase-in. Internal management would 
be broadened in years 3 through 5 to types of assets directly managed, including co-investment in 
private assets. By year 10, as much as 50% of assets could be managed internally. One of the 
arguments for internal management is that it can reduce fees paid for asset management. SRA 
estimates significant savings opportunity through internal management of assets. SRA noted that 
fee savings of just 1 basis point would net the system approximately $5 million. However, DLS 
notes that SRA has been effective at negotiating favorable fee arrangements with external 
managers, and external management provides SRPS with options to select asset managers and to 
diversify the management of assets among multiple managers.   

Previously, DLS noted that a shift to internal management would require significant 
operational changes. Performance measures would need to be adopted to monitor and evaluate the 
effectiveness of internal management of system assets compared to external management. 
Additionally, guidelines and reporting requirements would need to be implemented to track the 
internal management of system funds as well as any expansion or reduction of internal 
management once implemented. Personnel will need to be evaluated more stringently under higher 
compensation structures and given the higher expectations for internal asset management. At its 
annual education seminars, the board has received presentations on internal asset management. 
The presentations highlighted numerous considerations and best practices that should be included 
in implementation of internal management. The most recent update of the board’s Investment 
Policy Manual incorporated provisions governing compensation for Investment Division staff, 
including the CIO 

Chief Investment Officer 

At the September meeting of the board, the committee amended the system’s Investment 

Policy Manual with additional provisions regarding the compensation and incentive compensation 
of the CIO and division staff, effective July 1, 2019. The objective criteria for compensation of the 
CIO are as follows:  

 base salary and total cash compensation market data at the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile;

 comparisons to external survey data based on job description;
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 education and certifications;

 employee salary range placement;

 fund returns relative to policy benchmarks.

The policy manual also states that “Adjustments to the CIO’s base salary are to be based
on fund returns relative to policy benchmarks. When the CIO’s salary is at or above the salary 
range midpoint, an increase in compensation should only be considered in years when the fund 
meets or exceeds policy benchmarks. If the CIO’s salary is below the salary range midpoint, an 
increase should be considered.” 

The board also adopted criteria for financial incentives for the CIO. The objective criteria 
for financial incentives to the CIO shall include objective benchmarks of investment performance 
that shall be met or exceeded, and objective criteria used by comparable public pension funds 
awarding financial incentives to chief investment officers. The amount of financial incentives to 
the CIO in a fiscal year may not exceed 33% of the CIOs compensation. The financial incentive 
performance metrics for the CIO are as follows:  

 performance versus policy benchmark over a three-year period (50%);

 performance versus actuarial assumed rate of return (50%) over a three-year period (to be
eligible for a payout under this metric, the fund must have a positive return relative to the
policy benchmark over a three-year period).

The required performance to achieve the maximum incentive award for the 50% weighting
to the performance versus policy benchmark is 0.40% (40 basis points). For the 50% weighting to 
performance versus the actuarial assumed rate of return is 0.20% (20 basis points). The evaluation 
period is three years (or the CIO’s time in the position, if less than three years). 

Investment Division Staff 

The board also adopted criteria governing the compensation and incentive compensation 
for division staff. The objective criteria for compensation for division staff positions that involve 
discretion over investment-related decisions are as follows:  

 base salary and total cash compensation market data at the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile;

 comparison to external survey data based on job descriptions;

 education and certifications;
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 employee salary range placement;

 fund return relative to benchmark

The policy manual also states that “When a position’s salary is at or above the salary range
midpoint, an increase in compensation should only be considered in years when the fund meets or 
exceeds policy benchmarks.” The manual notes that if a position’s salary is below the salary range 
midpoint, an increase to that position’s compensation should be considered. For employees 
responsible for specific asset classes, performance must meet or exceed asset class benchmarks.  

The board also adopted objective criteria for awarding incentive compensation to division 
staff, which was incorporated into the Investment Policy Manual. The provisions for financial 
incentive performance metrics for eligible Investment Division staff positions are as follows:  

 performance versus policy benchmark over a three-year period;

 performance versus actuarial assumed rate of return over a three-year period (to be eligible
for a payout under this metric, the fund must have a positive return relative to the policy
benchmark over a three-year period);

 performance versus asset class over a three year period.

The policy manual identifies the eligible positions for incentive compensation, as only positions 
that involve discretion over investment-related decisions are eligible for incentive compensation 
under the law. The policy manual sets the caps on total incentive compensation that can be earned, 
with lower caps for lower level positions. In contrast to the CIO, who is responsible for the entire 
investment portfolio, division staff are assigned to work with specific assets. Accordingly, the 
incentive compensation provisions for division staff incorporate weighting for incentive 
compensation based on the performance of the assets being managed by individual staff. 
Additionally, the policy manual establishes asset specific performance thresholds for each asset 
class which that be met or exceeded to earn incentive compensation. The evaluation period is three 
years (or the individual’s time in the position, if less than three years). 

DLS requests SRA to provide an update on the utilization by the Board of Trustees 
of the authority granted to it under Chapters 727 and 728 to establish the qualifications and 
compensation of Investment Division staff, including compensation and incentive provisions 
incorporated into the system’s Investment Policy Manual.  

Additionally, DLS requests SRA to provide an update on any Investment Division 
implementation of internal management of system assets and the development of necessary 
compliance and controls on the use of internal asset management. More specifically, SRA 
should comment on how Investment Division will develop proficiency in internal 
management of particular asset classes before expanding into internal management of 
additional asset classes, and evaluate the performance of internal management compared to 
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available external management services. 

Terra Maria Program 

The Terra Maria program is the system’s emerging manager program. One of the 
Terra Maria program’s stated goals is to achieve returns in excess of benchmarks. The program 
has demonstrated the ability to achieve excess returns over benchmarks, with instances of 
significant returns over benchmarks at times. Over the past few years, SRPS underwent 
reorganizing of the program to better utilize the asset diversification that the program can bring to 
SRPS. The program transition included eliminating mandates for allocations to large-cap domestic 
equity and increasing mandates for international small-cap and emerging markets. The program 
consolidated under five program managers. Program investments in domestic equity in recent 
years were tracking close to markets, making it more difficult to achieve excess returns in an asset 
class where it is already difficult to outperform the market, in addition to incurring active 
management fees. The program has maintained a diverse roster of managers through the transition. 

Total assets devoted to the program remained steady at $2.6 billion in fiscal 2018 and 2019. 
As a proportion of total assets, Terra Maria decreased from 5.1% of total assets in fiscal 2018 to 
4.9% in fiscal 2019. Exhibit 7 provides an overview of the Terra Maria program by program 
manager and asset class. 
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Exhibit 7 
Terra Maria Program Performance 

Investment Performance for Periods Ending June 30, 2019 
($ in Millions) 

Performance 
Total 
Assets 

Fiscal 2019 
Actual 

Fiscal 2019 
Benchmark 

Inception 
Actual 

Inception 
Benchmark    

Program Manager 
Acuitas $95.1 -13.29% -10.39% -1.72% 5.58% 
Attucks 428.3 -2.99% 1.29% 11.45% 7.79% 
Capital Prospects 1,022.5 2.81% 2.82% 13.01% 12.85% 
FIS Group 665.1 -1.92% -2.46% 10.22% 10.00% 
Leading Edge 421.6 -0.66% 1.29% 10.50% 7.79% 

Asset Class 
U.S. Equity $482.8 -5.11% -5.20% 7.61% 7.83% 
International Developed 

Equity 1,148.9 -2.79% -1.02% 2.77% 1.46% 
Emerging Market Equity 366.2 1.73% 1.21% n/a n/a 
Rate Sensitive 583.4 7.19% 7.31% 3.16% 2.83% 
Credit/Debt 51.4 1.77% 1.93% 2.39% 2.64% 

Total $2,632.7 -0.53% 0.32% 5.27% 4.81% 

Note:  Actual returns are net of fees; returns beyond one year are annualized. Total assets may not sum to total due to 
rounding and outstanding payables from closed accounts. 

Source:  State Street – State Retirement Agency of Maryland – Rates of Return – Net Mgr – Periods Ending 
June 30, 2019  

In fiscal 2019, the program experienced a negative return of -0.53% against a benchmark 
of 0.32%. Four of the five program managers experienced negative returns, and only one of the 
five had a return above the benchmark. Two of the program managers had negative benchmarks 
for fiscal 2019, with FIS Group mitigating losses by outperforming its benchmark of -2.46% with 
a return of -1.92%. Acuitas had the poorest performance, with a loss of -13.29% against a 
benchmark of -10.39%. However, despite the poor overall performance in fiscal 2019, returns for 
the second half of the fiscal year (the first half of calendar 2019) are significantly improved. As 
shown in Exhibit 8, all five managers had significantly improved positive returns, with four of the 
five managers achieving double-digit returns. Acuitas showed significant improvement in the 
second half of the fiscal year, with a return of 6.78%; however, it still had significant 
underperformance against its benchmark of 14.15%. Three of the five managers also outperformed 
their benchmarks for the first half of calendar 2019. Since inception, the program has achieved 
positive returns, including outperforming its benchmark by 0.46% (46 basis points). 
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Exhibit 8 
Terra Maria Program Performance 

Investment Performance for Six-month Period Ending June 30, 2019 
($ in Millions) 

Performance 

Total Assets Actual Benchmark    
Program Manager 
Acuitas $95.1 6.78% 14.15% 
Attucks 428.3 13.20% 14.64% 
Capital Prospects 1,022.5 10.01% 9.40% 
FIS Group 665.1 13.05% 11.54% 
Leading Edge 421.6 16.89% 14.64% 
Asset Class 
U.S. Equity $482.8 15.80% 15.78% 
International Developed 
Equity 1,148.9 14.67% 13.84% 

Emerging Market Equity 366.2 13.05% 10.58% 
Rate Sensitive 583.4 5.71% 5.44% 
Credit/Debt 51.4 n/a n/a 
Total $2,632.7 12.29% 11.62% 

Note:  Actual returns are net of fees; returns beyond one year are annualized. Total assets may not sum to total due to 
rounding and outstanding payables from closed accounts. The current Credit/Debt asset class inception was 
March 1, 2019. 

Source:  State Street – State Retirement Agency of Maryland – Rates of Return – Net Mgr – Periods Ending 
June 30, 2019  
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Maryland Private Equity/Venture Capital Program 

Legislation in 2016 authorized SRPS to engage in investments in Maryland private equity 
and venture capital. The legislation required the system to select a program investment manager 
and authorized the Maryland Technology Development Corporation as an option to fill this role. 
The enacting legislation specified that employer contributions in excess of the statutory required 
amount could be utilized in this program. In 2018, Chapters 727 and 728 authorized an additional 
$300 million to be included in the program by authorizing the annual $75 million supplemental 
contributions to the system to be utilized in the program. The program is subject to the fiduciary 
obligations and responsibilities of the system. 

DLS requests SRA to comment on the status of the program. 

Currency Program  

Adopted in fiscal 2009, the program is designed to protect against losing value when the 
dollar appreciates relative to some foreign currencies in countries in which the system holds assets. 
During periods when the dollar is weak, the currency management program’s cost manifests as a 
slight drag on international equity holdings. However, when the dollar appreciates, the program 
provides gains that help offset the currency losses generated by the strengthening dollar. As of 
June 30, 2019, the currency program added total value of $246.8 million since inception. Gains 
when the dollar is strong should outweigh losses when the dollar is weak, and the system has taken 
steps to lock in program gains. The primary objective of the program is to lower volatility related 
to currency fluctuations.  

The currency hedging program has limited application and is only applied to a relatively 
small portion of the system’s total assets. In addition, not all foreign currencies are included in the 
hedging program. Due to liquidity constraints and higher transaction costs in some currencies, the 
program is currently limited to the euro, Japanese yen, Swedish krona, Swiss franc, Canadian 
dollar, Australian dollar, and British pound. 
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